
CITE SOURCES FROM ESSAYS

Instructions on how to correctly cite sources in academic writing. In an essay presented at an Asian Studies conference
held at Duke.

It is essential that you acknowledge your debt to the sources of data, research and ideas on which you have
drawn by including references to, and full details of, these sources in your work. Watson, G. Knapper, C.
Research by Berndt a illustrated that If you want to borrow an idea from an author, but do not need his or her
exact words, you should try paraphrasing instead of quoting. There are many other ways in which references
can be formatted - look at the books and articles you read for other examples and at any guidelines in your
course handbooks. If you are referring to an idea from another work but not directly quoting the material, or
making reference to an entire book, article or other work, you only have to make reference to the author and
year of publication in your in-text reference. Think of each quote like a sandwichâ€”the quote is the meat on
the inside, but before you taste the meat, you must also be introduced to the sandwich by the bread. Listing
References What's a Bibliography? When in doubt, ask your faculty member or AI for clarification. According
to the American Psychological Association , Published June 7, This depends on what type of work you are
writing, how you are using the borrowed material, and the expectations of your instructor. The only real
difference is placement -- footnotes appear at the bottom of the relevant page, while endnotes all appear at the
end of your document. According to Jones , "Students often had difficulty using APA style, especially when it
was their first time" p. First, you have to think about how you want to identify your sources. Robbins, personal
communication, January 4,  These regulations fall under the jurisdiction not of the Honor Committee, but of
the Faculty-Student Committee on Discipline. If the organization has a well-known abbreviation, include the
abbreviation in brackets the first time the source is cited and then use only the abbreviation in later citations.
However, much of your work at Princeton â€” from papers to problem sets to the senior thesis â€” will be
produced outside of class, whether in the library, your dorm room, or elsewhere. The Terms of Use explains
the specific permissions granted. All three require an in-text parenthetical citation. Year, e. Formatting
references If you look carefully at all the examples of full references given above, you will see that there is a
consistency in the ways in which punctuation and capitalisation have been used. Footnotes are notes placed at
the bottom of a page. Taking the exact words from an original source is called quoting. Provide a reference to
the work as soon as possible after giving the information. For example, let's say you want to quote from the
following passage in an essay called "United Shareholders of America," by Jacob Weisberg: The
citizen-investor serves his fellow citizens badly by his inclination to withdraw from the community. Use them
sparingly. Related content. Use the lower-case letters with the year in the in-text citation. Although this
method differs in style from the 'author, date' system, its purpose - to acknowledge the source of ideas, data or
quotations without undue interruption to the flow of the writing - is the same. The publisher and place of
publication are not normally required for journals.


